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Abstract

   Tlte southern part ofthe Nortft-South Seismic Belt (NSB) in the central part ofChina is

an active earthquake zoRe in tke continental crust. rl"he regional characteristics ofstress

field there have beeR analyzed detail based on mechanism so}utions of 1 l9 earthquakes from

1993 te l991. The results show that the $ottthern part of the NSB is a shallow earthquake
zone where most earthquakes are caused by the strike-slip faulting. Tkere is a systematic
d;stribtttien of the directions of P- and 'l]-axes in the western altd the eastern regions of the

soutkern part of the NSB. P- and T-axes in the westem region are in the NE-SW dlrection

and in the NW-SE directlon. P- and T-axes in the eastern region are in the NW-SE
direction and ln the NE-SW direction, respectively. The average directions of P-axes in the

western and the eastern regions show a pattern ofa reversal "V". 'Iihe bouRdary between

these two regions coincides with that between the ribetan plateau and the \angtze crustal
block. It suggest$ that the tectonic forces from t}ie Himalayan co}lision zone between the

lndo-AustraliaR and the Eurasian p}ates and from the eastern coast colllsion zone in Taiwan

between the Phi}ippine Sea and the Eurasian plates are transmitted to the western aRd
eastem regions of southern part of the NSB, respective}y, and contro} the stress field there.

                          ,There are t}}e rotatlon ofdirections of P- and T-axes from southern to northern subregions in

the western region and the eastern region. It can be inferred northward motions of the
Yangtze crustal biock and the Tibetan plateau in the southern subregions mutually
encountering there. The strong obstruction ofQinling mountains c}}aRges the direction of
regional stress field in the northern subyegions.

l. Introdtuction

    One of characterisÅíics of the seismicity in the continental part of China is that

spatial distribution of shallow earthquakes can be divided into two main parts, the

eastern part and the western part, from seismological viewpoint. Boundary between

them is called the North-South Seismic Belt (NSB) which is also called the NorÅíh--

South-Trending Belt by some authors (Editorial board of the atlas oR the Iithospheric

dynamics of China State Seismologica} Bureau, l987). The NSB is a large-scale
tectonic zone with N-S trend between longitudinal lines of 980E and I050E, which

stretches over 2,OOO km from north to south, beginning from the Dengkou region of the

Inner Mongol AutQnomous region, through the Yinchuan, Haiyuan in Ningxia
Autonomous region, Songpang, Luhuo in Sichuan province and the southem part of
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Fig. 1(a).

                      fi b

Distribution ofepicenters oÅísha}low earthquakes (M->7.5) from l9Dg

to 1991 in China and the ranges of the northern part (I) and the
southern part (II) of the NSB. rl'he latter if studied in the present

paper. (b) Distribution of eplcenters of earthquakes (Mha 7.e> from

l90e to l99} in the southern part of the NSB.
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Yunnan province, to Myanmar (Fig. I(a)). Its width increases from the northern
segment where the width is about 200 km Åío the southern segment where that is about

600 km. Many large earthquakes concentrate in this long region, for example, the
1920 Haiyuan earthquake (M=:8.6) which is the largest !nland earthquake recorded in

China, the 1933 Diexi earthquake (M=" 7.5) which made more than 1e earthquake lakes

in the epicentral region, the 1955 Kangding earthquake (M=7.5), the 1970 Tonghai

earthquake (M=:7.7) which generated a earthquake fault longer than 6e km, the l973

Luhuo earthquake (M =7.6) and the l976 Songpang earthquakes (M=7.2, 7.2) (see
Fig. 1(a)).

    The NSB can be divided into two parts, the northem part and the southern part.

The boundary between the northern part and the southern part of the NSB is in the

northern side of the Songpang region in Sichuan province (see Fig. 1(a)). After the

1954 Mingqin earthguake (M=7.3), no large earthquakes (Mk7) occurred and the
seismic activity has been low in the northern part ofthe NSB. But in its southern part,

the high seismic activity has continued up to the present (Zhao et al., }988, Wang et al.,

I976) (see Fig. I(b)). In November, l988, the M 7.6 earthquake occurred in the
Langchang-Gengma region in Yunnan province, which is the largest one in the
southern part ofthe NSB in the last active period. On April 23, 1992, two earthquakes

with magnitudes 6.7 and 6.9 occurred in the boundary between China and Myanmar
located in the southem part of the NSB.
    Fig. I(a) shows the epicentrai distribution of earthquakes with magnitude more

than or equal to 7.5 in China from l900 to l991. The NSB is easily identified in Fig.

1(a). Fig. 1(b) shows the epicentral distribution ofearthquakes with magnitude more

than or equal to 7.0 in the southern part of the NSB from }9eO to 1991, where 2l large

earthquakes occurred and the active seismicity is recognized during this period.

    The southern part of the NSB has not only the active seismicity but also the
compiicated characteristios ofseismotectonics comparing with those ofother seismically

active zones in China. Many significant characters ofseismicity altd stress field in the

southern part ofthe NSB have been reported. Kan et al. (1977) have pointed out that

the strong collision of the Indo-Australian plate through the Tibetan plateau made a

tectonic block with rhombus shape in Sichuan and Yunnan provinces in the southem
part of the NSB move southeastward relatively to the neighbor regions and controls the

earthquake-generating stress field. Xu et al. (l987) deduced mean directions of
principal axes of stresses from initial motion of P-wave of microearthquakes occurred

from 1975 to 1984 in the region from 230N to 400N of the NSB. The result indicated

that both maximum compressional axes (P-axes) and maximum tensile axes (T--axes)
are horizontal and azimuths ofP-axes rotates from NE-SW in the northern part ofNSB,

through E-W in the middle part ofNSB, to NNW-SSE er near N-S iR the southern part

ofthe NSB. Peltzer and Tapponnier (1988) investigated the processes which govemed
the formation and evolution of iarge strike-slip faults in the Asian continent due to the

intrusion of Indian peninsular into the Himalayan mountains by an experimenta}
simulation under the free boundary conditions in the eastern and southeastern edges of

Asian continent. The result suggested that strong compressive force by the northward

moving Indo-Australian plate controlled the tectonic stress field in the southern part of
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the NSB. In order to clarify the seismotectonic nature in the continental part ofChina,

it is necessary to study the locality ofcharacteristics ofstress field in the southern part of

the NSB ln detail.

    Many Iarge earthquakes occurred in the southern part of the NSB in recent years

make it possible to study the stress field and the seismotectonics in this region using new

source mechanism soluÅíions. Characteristics ofthe earthquake-generationg stress field

in the southem part of the NSB and its tectonic implication are discussed in this study

using these solutions.

2. Data

    Focal mechanism solutions of l 19 earthquakes are used in this analysis to discuss

the dynamic characteristics of stress field. The author newly determined 21 focal

mechanism solutions in the present study based on data of the Bulletins of the
InÅíernational Seismological CenÅíer from l971 to l980. Data ofevents (M>5.5) from

1981 to 1990 referred from solutions of centroid-moment tenors (Dziewonski et al.
1983(a), 1983(b), 1983(c), 1985(a), 1985(b), l986(a), l986(b), 1987(a), I987(b),

1989(a), l989(b), l990(a), 1990(b), I990(c), I991) were also used in the present

analysis. Some important focal mechanism solutioits in China including the I933
Diexi earthquake (Sichuan province Seismological Bureau, 1983), the 1989 Xiaojin

earthquake (M=6.6) (Xu, l991) and the 1991 Xiaojin earthguake (M==5.2) (Xu,
l991) were changed Åírom solutions of projection of upper hemisphere to ones of
projection of lower hemisphere and to compare with those reported by other authors.

Solutions ofalmost all main earthquakes with magnitude more than or equal to 4.8 from

1933 to l991 are collected and confirmed. These convincing data were used in this
study.

3. Characteristics of the Stress Field an {he Southern ?ars of the NSB

    'I'he southern part of the NSB is a typical continental earÅíhquake zone. AII

earÅíhquakes here are shallow events whose depths are Iess than 70km. Epicentral
distribution of l l9 earÅíhquakes ana}yzed iR the present study is }isted in Tabie I and is

shown in Fig. 2. Depths ofalmost all events expect those in the ]N({yanmar region are

less than 42km in the crust.

    Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show horizontal projection of P-axes and T-axes of focal
mechanism solutions of l 19 shallow earthquakes in the region analyzed, respective}y.

Directions of P--axes show quite different dlstribution in the western region and the

eastern region of the southern part of the NSB. Regular distribution of the principal

sÅíress axes exists in the westem region and the eastem region in the southern part ofthe

NSB, respectively. Most P-axes in the western region are in the NE-SW direction,

except some events in the eastern part of Myanmar where P-axes }ie nearly in the E-W

direction. Most P--axes in the eastern region lie in the NW-SE direction, except some

events whose P-axes lie nearly in the E-W direction in the Songpang region (1040E,
33eN), which is the Rorthern end ofthe southern part ofthe NSB. Fig. 4 also shows the
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Tab}e l. List of earthqttake mechanismsolutions used in this study

Date
erigin
Time

Lat.
(ers4T)

Long.
(eE)

?ke.pt)h M N-axes
Az. Pl.

P-axes
Az. Pl.

T-axes
Az. Pl.
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TablÅë l. List of earthquake mechanismsolution$ (continue)

Date Origin
Time

Lat.
(oN)

Long.
(oE)

?ke.pt>h M N-axes
Az. Pi.

P-axes
Az. Pl.

fiii11ilil lili igl- 1ti1iSillliklli ILiilliiiii1lj1ii ili, iii•11i 1:11liilliii, 11ii
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T-axes
Az. Pl.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of epicenters of l19 sha}low earthquakes
      deptk less than 70 km) with mechamism solutions from
      the southern part of the NSB.
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distribution of T-axes in the westem region and in the eastern region in the southern

part of the NSB. Most T-axes in the westem region lie in the NW-SE direction and

most T-axes in the eastem region are in the NE-SW direction. Some T-axes in the
Myanmar region and the northern end ofsouthern part of NSB lie in the N-S direction.

The bottndary dividing the pattern ofdistribution of the principal stress axes of focal

mechanism is drawn by a complicated curve.
    Based on directions of P-axes and T-axes, the southern part of the NSB can be

zoned into seven subregions. They are, from south to north, subregions Wl, W2 and

W3 in the western region, and subregions El, E2, E3 and E4 ill the eastern region as

shown in Fig. 5. In order to observe regional characterisÅíics in detail, 'P-, T- and N-

axes (Null vector) offocal mechanism solutions in each subregion were projected on the

lower hemisphere using Wulff's net. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the projections of three

subregions (Wl, W2 and W3) in the westem region and in four subregions (E1, E2, E3

and E4) in the eastern region, respectively.

    In Fig. 6, it can be seen that most P-axes of Wl are horizontal in the NE-SW
direction, T-axes are horizontal in the NW-SE direction and N-axes concentrate around
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Distribution ofP-axes ofthe mechanism solutions of } 19 earthquakes. It
shows the different direct;on distributions in the westem region and
eastern region of the sout}iern part of the NSB.

the vertical direction. So Åíhat the earthquake-generatiRg stress field in the subregicn

Wl (the southwestem part of Yunnan Province) is characterized by NE-SW
compression, NW-SE extension and the vertical null vector. It causes the strike-slip

faulting type earthquakes. P-, T- and N-axes iB the subregion W2 (the border area

among Yunnan province, Sichuan province, Tibet of China and Myanmar) show
somewhat different from Åíhose in the subregion Wl. Some P-axes Åíhere are around the

vertical direction, some in the NE-SW direcÅíion. T-axes Åíhere }ie in the NNW-SSE

direction. Such stress field causes normal faulting type earthquakes. In the
subregioR W3 located in the northwestern part of Åíhe Sichuan province, P-axes are

horizontal in the ENE-WSW direction, T-axes are in the NW-SE direction and N-axes
are concentrated aroufid the vertica} direction. This is also a subregion where strike-

slip fau}ting earthquakes occur. IR Fig. 6, the direction ofP-axes seems to rotate from

NNE-SSW to ENE-WSW from the subregion Wl to the subregion W3. [I"-axes aiso
rotate from near E-W to NNNAvJ-SSE in the wesÅíern region of the southern part of the

NSB, gradualiy from south to north.
    In the diagrams of the eastern region of the southem part of the NSB, directions of
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Distribution ofT-axes of the mechanism solutions of 1 l9 earthquakes. It

shows the different direction distributions in the western region and
eastern region of the southern part of the NSB.

P- and T-axes shown in Fig. 7 are generally different from those in the western region.

Five events in the border between Myanmar and Vietnam are included in the subregion

El. In the subregion El, there are horizontal P-axes in the NNW-SSE direction,
horizontal T-axes in the ENE-WSW direction and vertical N-axes. The diagram ofthe

subregion E2 located in the eastem part ofYunnan province is similar to that of the

subregion El. In the subregion E3 (the western part of Sichuan province), there are

horizontal P-axes in the WNW-ESE direction, horizontal T-axes in the NNE-SSW
direction and the vertical N-axes. The directions of P-axes and T-axes in the
subregion E3 display the characteristics that they rotate about 300 counterclockwise

relatively to those in subregion E2. The subregion E4 is Iocated in the Songpang-

Pingwu area of Sichuan province where many large earthquakes occurred recently.
The diagram of the subregion E4 in Fig. 7 means that there is the similar direction of

stress field as that in the subregion E3. It can be seen in Fig. 7 that the direction of P-

axes rotate from the NNW-SSE to the WNW-ESE direction (from E1 to E4 region) and
the average direction ofaxes is near the E-W direction in the Songpang-Pingwu region.

T-axes from south to north also gradually rotate from E-W to NNE-SSW in the eastern
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                                                                    're.crion from the subregion El to the subregion E4. Almost all earthquakes in the
subregions El, E2, E3 and E4 are the strike-s}ip fault Åíype, except only two earthquakes

cases in t}i{e subregion E4, which are reverse fauiting type.

    Based on the mechanism solutions, average directions ofP-axes in seven subregions

were calculated and shown in Fig. 8. In the western region, the average directions are

N370E, N39eE and N520E iR the subregion WI, W2 and W3, respectively. In the
eastern region, they are N250W, N37eW, N63eW and N640W in the subregion El, E2,

E3 and E4, respective}y. From this distribution, the rotation ofthe direction ofP--axes

from seuth to norÅíh in the western region and in the eastem region are found.
    In order to show the characteristics of the variation ofdirections of P- and T-axes

from seuth to north in the western regioli and in Åíhe eastem region in the southern payt

of the NSB shown above, the relation betweefi azimuths of P-axes and latitudes of

epicenters were shown in Fig. 9. In this figure, 95 mechanism solutions ofstrike-s}ip

faulÅíing type were used. It is found in Fig. 9 that when the latitudes of epicenter

increase, azimuths of P-axes rotate counterciockwise in the western reglon and
clockwise in the eastern region. The rotating tendency ofP-axes in the eastern region
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is clearer than in the westem region. It means that the stress field in the western

region is controlled by more complex tectonic forces than in the eastern region.

    There are complex geological structures and many active strike-slip faults in the

southern part ofthe NSB as shown in Fig. 10. Main faults there are Xianshuihe fault,

Longmenshan fault, Anninghe fault, Xiaojiang fault and Red River fault. The
Xianshuihe fault (Hn Fig. 10) is a large-scale and typical strike-slip active fault. The

trend of this fault is NW-SE along the northeastern border of the Tibetan plateau.

Many large earthquakes occurred along this fattlt, for example, the 1973 Luhuo
earthquake (M =7.9). Based oR the regional feature of mechanlsm solutions as
mentioned above, the northwestem segment and the southeastem segment of the
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Xianshuihe fault belong to the subregion W3 and the subregion E3, respectively. It
corresponds to the fact that there are different features ofthe stress field in two segments

along this fault. In order to confirm this difference, mechanism solutions of
earthquakes occurred in the Åíwo segments of the Xianshuihe fault were investigated in

detail. Fig. }1 and Fig. I2 show the WulfPs net projections oflower hemisphere of

mechanism solution ofeach earthquake occurred in the Gangzi and Kangding regions,
                                                             ,which are near to the border between two segments and belong to the northwestern

segment and to the southwestern segment, respectively. The focal mechanism
solutions of 6 events in Fig. I I show that they are the strike-slip faulting type events.

P-axes are in the NE-SW and the E-W directions, T-axes are in the NW-SE and N-S
directions there, respectively. Fig. I2 shows that the earthquakes occurred in the

southeastern segment are strike-slip faulting type, but directions of P- and T-axes are

different with those in the northeastern segrr}ent. P-axes are in the NW-SE and the

NNE-SSW direction, T-axes are in the NE-SW and ESE-WNW, respectively.
Although the two segments are Iocated along Åíhe Xianshuihe fault and the distance

between them is only about 200 km, there is the difference of the direction of the stress

axes. The results obtained in this paper are consistent with the geelogical and
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Fig. 13. Distribution of the earthquakes with normal faulting type (open circles),
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       (crosses) in the southern part of the NSB.

geomorphological evidences and the results of the measurement of crustal stresses

(Huang et al., l986, Jiang et al., 1986).

    Fig. 13 shows the distribution of the normal, reverse and strike-slip faulting type

earthquakes in the southern part ofthe NSB. Open circles, closed circles and crosses

in Fig. 13 show the normal, the reverse and the strike-slip faulting events, respectively.

In Fig. I3, in the case that the plunge of P-axis is larger than that of T-axis and it is

equal too or more than 45e , the earthpqake is regarded as a normal fau}ting type event.

In the case thaÅí plunge aRgle ofT-axis is larger than that ofP-axis and equal to or more

than 450 , the earthquake is regarded as a reverse faulting type event. In the case that

both plunge angle ofP- and T-axis are Iess than 450, the earthquake is classified into the

strike-slip faulting type. As shown in Fig. 13, a}most all earthquakes are strike-slip

faulting events in the southem part of the NSB except in the subregion W2. 1 1 normal

faulting earthquakes of al} l7 earthquakes are predominant in the subregion W2.
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4. Pisceessioen

    'I]he southern part ofthe NSB analyzed in the present study was generally regaTded

as a seismic zone. II[owever, its earthquake-geketating stress field is divided into two

seismic regions with respect to characteristics of tke stress field obtained ln the present

analysis.

    The earÅíhquake-generating stress field in the contineRtal part of China were

analyzed from temporal varlations of the seismic activity (Zhao et al., l990). The

temporal variations ofthe seismicity in the southem parÅí ofthe NSB do not syRchronize

with any one ofits neighboring seismic zones in the continental part ofChina. The
seismic activitiy here is not related to any unltary plate movement, but is related to the

tectonic forces due to the motions of all plates around East Asia.

    The ve}ocity strttcture ofthe crust in the western region ofthe southern part oÅíthe

NSB is different ftom that in the eastern region according to results of the allalysis of

group velocities ofRayleigh waves (Li et al., 1989). The velocity sÅírttcture feature in

the western region is mainly similar to those in TibeÅíalt plateatt. Therefore, the

western regioR of the southern part of the NSB is regarded as an active seismic regi'on as

the Tibetan plateau. The velocity structure feature in the western regioR is simllar to

those in South China. According to the velocity structure feature in the crust, the

eastem region ofthe southem part ofthe NSB is regarded as the subactive region as the

South China.
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Fig. l4. Distribution of collision zones, subduction zones, main crustal blocks
   and faults in East Asia. An arrow in the w-egtern side shows the relative

   rnovement direction of the Indo-AustraliaR plate toward t}}e Eurasian
   plate. Another arrow in the eastem side shows the relative movemeRÅí
   direction of the Phi}ippine Sea plate toward the Eurasian plate. [I"he
   thick line is the boundary between the wesÅíem region and the eastern
   region of the southern part of the NTSB ofChina. Thls line is consistent

   with the western border ofthe Yangtze crustal block and the South East
   Asia block.
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    The trend of the boundary between the western and eastern regions obtained in
this study is not identical with the trend ofa}1 faults in the southern part. Only in the

middle part from 230N to 30.50N the boundary trend is partly consistent with that ofthe

Red River fault (see Fig. 5 and Fig. IO), especially in the southern part along Ailaoshan

mountain. Fig. 14 is a geological tectonic map showing the outline of distribution of

collision zones, subduction zones, main faults crustal blocks and so on in East Asia.

The boundary between the wesÅíem and eastern regions of the southern part ofthe NSB

obtained in this paper is also shown in Fig. 14. This boundary is identica} with the

border between the Yangtze crusta} block and the Tlbetan Plateau crustal block.

    According to geo}ogical strucÅíure feature, there is a important fault along
Ailaoshan mountain, which is a boundary between geosyncllne in West China and
platform ln South China (Li, 1981). The study of tke three dimensional velocity
tomography of the crust and upper mantle beneath the sottthern part of the NSB (Liu et

al., 1989) suggested that the Yangtze crustal block bordered by Ailaoshan mountain

fold belt on the southwest based on results in the depth of 120km.
    Based on the direction tendency of P- and T-axes of earthquakes, the continental

area of China is divided three large seismic active regions, West China, North China

and South China (Xu et al., l989). The NSB is the boundary beÅíween West China
and the eastern part ofChina including North China and South China. The southern
part ofthe NSB is the boundary between West China axxd South China. Based on the
direction tendency ofP- and T-axes, the stress field in the westem region of the southern

part of the NSB is consistent with that in West China. It is because that the Indo-

Australian plate moving northeastward collides to the Eurasian plate in tke I"Iimalayan

collision zone (Ni & Barazangi, 1984, Chen & Morlnar, 1990). The tectonic force is so

strong Åíhat it is transmitted nertheastward from the collision zone through the West

China to the western regloll of the southern part of the NSB. It controls the
earthquake-generating stress field in this wide area. Tibetan plateau moving
northwestward encountered with the Yangtze block in the southern part of NSB. If
the Yangtze block would on}y play a role ofobstruction, the direction ofstress field in

the margin ofthe YangÅíze block (South China) due to the extrusion by Tibetan plateau

should be oriented in the NE-SW direction consisteRt with that of the movemenÅí of
Tibetan plateau. P-axes and T-axes in the eastern region of the southern part of the

NSB are in the NW-SE and Åíhe NE-SW directions Bearly same as Åíhose in South China

(Xu et al., 1989). It implied that stress fie}d in the eastern regioR ofthe southem part

of the NSB is different from that in the western region, which comes from South China.

The Philippine Sea plate encountered with the Eurasian plate in the Coastal Range in

the Taiwan region and the Ryukyu trench. The tectonic force is transmitted from
collision zone between the Eurasian plate and the Philippine Sea p}ate at Taiwan region

(Kao & Chen, l991) through Yangtze block to the eastern region ofthe southern part of

the NSB.
    Tectonic forces in the western region and the eastern region with respective
dynamlc source transmitted from two plates crossed in the southem part ofthe NSB and

control stress field there. The different stress field pattems have been formed within its

western and eastern regions, respectively. It is named as the stress field with the
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pattern of reversal "V" in the southern part of NSB in the present analysis.

    As shown as Fig. 8, there are the direction rotations ofP- and T-axes from south

to north in the western region and the eastern reglon. In the southern subregions, they

rnay be caused by the mutual northward motions of the Yangtze block and the Tibetan

plateau, which reduces the E-W components and strengthens the N-S components. In
the northern subregions, 2inling' mountains as a large-scale latitudinal structure

changes the direction of regional stress field. The model ofdynamics in the region is

explained as shown in Fig. 15.

5. Conclusions

    (l) There is a systematic distribution of the directions of P- and T-axes in the

western region and the eastern region ofthe southem part ofthe NSB, respectively. P-

axes are in the NE-SE direction and T-axes are in the NW-SE direction in the western

region. P-axes are in the NW-SE direction and T-axes are in the NE-SW direction in
the eastem region, respectively. The average directions ofP-axes there show a reversl

"V". The boundary between them coincides with Åíhat between the Tibetan plateau
and the Yangtze crustal biock. It tan be suggesÅíed Åíhat the tectonic ferces from the

Himalayan collision zone between the Indo-Australian and the Eurasian plates and
from the col}ision zone in Taiwan between the Philippine Sea and the Eurasian piates

have crossed in the southem part of the NSB and control stress field Åíhere.
    (2) There are the direction rotations ofthe P- and T-axes from south to north in

the westem region and the eastem region in the southern part ofthe NSB. The mutual
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northward motions of the Yangtze block and the Tibetan plateau in the southera
subregioins reduce the E-W componenÅís and strength the N-S components. In the
northem subregions, Qinling mountains change the direction of regiona} stress field.

    (3) The southern part of the NSB is a shal}ow earthquake zone where most
earthquakes are caused by the strike-slip fau}ting evenÅís. The horizontal P- and T-

axes dominate the stress field there.
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